
                                 Completion Report on Bore well dug at Giddalur Village 

 

To                                                                                                                 Date: August 10th 2023. 

Lloyd Duplantis 

Haiti Mission, Inc. 

P.O. Box 694 Thibodaux, LA 70302 

 

Dear Lloyd, 

This is the completion report on bore well recently dug in Giddalur Village, Sanjamal Mandal in 

Nandyal District in Andhra Pradesh, India. 

This project started on 13th July and completed on 9th August 2023. 

It all started with the request of the Giddalur Village people “give us water to drink”. It is a very 

backward village and people are hard labor workers in the fields – or agricultural labors. Manual 

labor in the hot sun is the daily routine work from morning till late in the afternoon. 

When our EVEW Society people visit this village for conducting awareness meetings drinking 

water request came and they contacted me to help them. I know the village as I was working as 

Pastor in the nearby Parish. 

Knowing the background of this village, I approached you to provide them drinking water. Now 

they have their own bore well around their colony. The project started very well in the 

beginning, the digging process was completed very fast but the completion of it took a long 

time. Heavy rains including the floods made the work slowdown and until the rains stopped 

they could not do any further work on it. Now finally it is over by August 9th, yesterday. It was  

 

Dedicated to the community by the local pastor.  

Head man of the village by name Besta Ramachandrudu took the responsibility of taking care of 

the bore well for the future needs and maintenance. They will not ask for any further help from 

Haiti Mission for repairs or future needs of the well. He personally thanked the EVEW Society 

people for recommending them and made the project possible. He also expressed thanks to all 

unknown donor. 

The budget was sufficient and the all the expenses were just like last bore well dug in 

Vijayanagaram. The bore well company and all the workers were the same people and 

cooperated very well. Yesterday when it was dedicated, the people prayed for the donors help 

and thanked them for their sacrifices. 

I personal take this opportunity to thank you again for providing “water to drink” to our 

deprived people. Your generous help will be remembered a long way in their village. 

If you have any clarifications on this project, I will be happier to clarify. 

 

May God bless you all and the Haiti Mission. 



 

Fr. Shoury. 

 

N.B: There is no special letter from the Head man of the Villages Besta Ramachandrudu. He 

made the promise, he would take care of the bore well. 

 

           GIDDALUR VILLAGE/SANJAMAL MANDAL DRINKING WATER BORE WELL PROJECT 
 
Location of the Project                                              GIDDALUR VILLAGE/Surendranagar Lane 
                                                                                                 SANJAMAL – MANDAL 
                                                                                           KURNOOL/NANDYAL (recently made) District 
                                                                                        ANDHRA PRADESH – STATE, 518166 
                                                                                                        INDIA. 
                                                                                           Longitude and Latitude 
                                                                                           15.086471 – 78.254113 
 
Beneficiaries of the Project                                           
One thousand lower caste (Referred to in the Indian communities as Backward and Dalit) 
 Families including nearby school children 
 
Project Proposal: 
Giddalur is a village in Sanjamal Mandal, of a recently formed District in Nandyal. It is a remote 
village in Sanjamal Mandal, mostly an agricultural area. All the people are poor workers that we 
call “laborers in the fields”. They work for daily wages and work for the upper caste people who 
own the lands. Lively hood is just hand to mouth. 
Most of the governmental welfare schemes are monopolized by the upper caste people and do 
not reach the poor of this village and keep them ignorant. Even in this 21st century, segregation 
and distinction among the people is very much seen in the village. 
 
 
Missionaries from our Society visit this village regularly to teach them better life situations and 
health and education to their children. These visits help them very much and make them more 
aware of the present-day developments. These poor people requested that we provide a 
drinking water well in their colony where they live. This motivated me to approach you and 
request you to provide them with a potable, drinking water well. Currently, they are having to 
collect water far away from their houses. The poor people will be blessed with a new bore well 
dug around their families. Kindly show your kindness and sympathy toward these people 
providing drinking water. 
The recent catastrophes of Covid and Inflation touched everywhere and every worker.  
Thank you so much Deacon Lloyd and the donors that you work with for helping our poor 
people in their need. 
I write this project on the Solemnity of Sts. Peter and Paul. June 29th, 2023. 
 
Fr. Shoury.      
 

Haiti Mission Letter to Donor 

Haiti Mission Certificate 

Pictorial of Well 

https://uploads.weconnect.com/mce/9bda887d240782244c93a03f3cf7f2727c71daf5/Wells/IndianWells/Well%2017-5%20Letter.pdf
https://uploads.weconnect.com/mce/9bda887d240782244c93a03f3cf7f2727c71daf5/Wells/IndianWells/Well%2017-1%20Certificate.pdf
https://uploads.weconnect.com/mce/9bda887d240782244c93a03f3cf7f2727c71daf5/Wells/IndianWells/Well%2017-2%20Pictorial.pdf

